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Abstract
, The results of the' mass and heat f1ux comparison at 36°N between ,1959, 1981

'and 1993" years are 'discussed. The preliminar-y analysis of water mass core,
characteristics '(including chemical parameters) reveaied the general cooling and
treshening at intermediate and deep iayers' over the entire 34-year period. To estimate
the total transport through a plane of a zonal section the techniqLie prc)posed by Bryan
(1962) was used. "Absoiute" meridional velocity was assumed to be composed of
barcitropic velocity, geostrophic velocity and Ekman drift velocity. An integral of each
velocity component over the pla~e of 'the section was set to zero. The density surfaQe (J2

separating the Labrador Sea Water (LSW) and the Antarctic lritei-mediate water (AAIW) was
chosen as a "no-motion" level in geostrophic computations. ','

The barotropic f1ux (based on the Sverdrup's relation) and Ekman transport were
computed using the mean c1imatic wind stressfields. The results of total mass flux
evaluations revealed the intensification, of meridional overturning ce'lI in 1981: 21 Sv
of southward transport below "no-motion" surface ifcompared to ,14 Sv in 1993 and
9 Sv in 1959. The Gulf Stream transport didn't vary IJetweenthe cruises. in contrary,
the Oeep Western Boundary Current (oWSC) "transport vaded signlficantly: from 30
Sv in 1959 to 18 Sv in 1981 and to 32 Sv in 1993. '

To determine water mass transport the seetions were "divided into 7 isopycnal
layers. The most striking differences in circulation pattern between: 1959 and 1981,' '
1981' and 1993 were observed for LSW and Antarctic 'Bottom Water, (AABW) layers.
In contrary to i 959 and 1993, the net transport of LSW"(36.8< 0'2 <36.94) and
AABW (<J4 > 45.91) in 1981 was directed to the north. In 1993 'the' southward fiüx
of LSW was concentrated both in OWBC and to the west of Mid-Atlantic Ridge,'
ariomaliously intensive penetration of Antarctic Bottom Water i:ocik piace 'in the
Western basin. In addition the 1981 survey was cnaracterised by,the reduction of the
southWard flux of' Charlie-Gibbs FractLire Zone Water (GFZW) and intEmsification o"f
DEmmark Strait Overflow Water transport (OSOW).

, As a result heat transport through the section in 1981 increased to about '1.3 PWt
and was twice' higher than in 1959 (0.5 PWt) and in 1993 (0.7 PWt).' The dominant

,part of the total heat flux was determined by baroclinic zonal mean component.
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Introductlon'. ,

'Tereschenkov et al. (1995) have reported ch~'nges in the thermohaline structure at
36°N inthe Ailantic, based' on the' data collected dudng Hiree occupations of the
ocean-wide hydrographic section by RV Chäin in 1959, RV Atlantis-I! in 1981 and RV
Professor MtJltanovskiy in 1993 (Fig.1). '.

Considerable changes in the water ma~s properties at iritermediate eil'nd deep lay~rs
were reported. In the preselnt 'study we deal with the estimates ofintegral properties
such as tlla zonally averaged temperature and .saiinity and. the mas.s and heat fluxes
across the section's plane:

The routes of the ihree voyage~, m'entioned above, followed almost the same track
except for. the western and eastern most parts of the section, but differed in station
spatial' resolution, specially in the mid-ocean. To greater extent it concerns the 1969
cruise. More to this the 1959 temperature and salinity data has beeri collected by
means of Nansen bottles sampling,' while the 1981 and 1993 seetions utilised CTo'
sampling. In contrary to the paper by Dobroliubov et al, (1996), prior to the analyses .
the data have been rearranged regarding the probiem under consideration. For the .

, evaluatiori of the zonally averaged temperature and salinity differences between the
, three section repeats all the stations were put on a standard track based on the 1993

surveY. The stations were shifted in space in respect to the potential vorticlty'
conservation principle. Tnan ,the data were interpohÜed to fixed spatial grid with 80
km horizontal resolution and 34 vertical pressure levels. The latter were chosen in a
way to achieve the best match with the 1969 sampling scheme. For the fluxes
evaluation purposes only minor manipulations \/Vere applied to the initial data, that
have resulted in vertical interpolation of the 1969 data to 20 dbar resolution. In this
case all the discrepancies ·between the cruises were accounted in evaluation of the
flux uncertainties. (see Appendixes A,B).

. \

Zonal mearl t~mperature arid salinity differences

Fig.2 presents. z~nally-aVeraged temperature arid salinity differences at 36°N below
'500 m. (The surface layers are subjected to strong anmial forcing and 'therefore are
characterised by significant annuai changes. Ai:. far as the sections were occupied in
different, seasons, the annual c'ycle obstructed' comparison in these layers). The
temperature and salinity' changesare positively correlated almost through the whoie
water column, what instantly leads to the teridency of density compEmsation and to
conservation of the water masses density properties. Tne negative correlation which
was observed in same layers for1993-1981 . differences may be related to the
changes in the ihickness of layers occupied by certain watermasses; This argument is
confirmed by the significant changes in the depth of "zero" velocity levels, that will be
discussed later on. The most significant changes of both temperature and salinity
differences are observed in a 800-2200 dbai iayer,. which corresponds to the
distribution of Hie intermediate waters, specifically to AAIW primarily resporisible for
the chariges in 700-1000 dbar layer and LSW responsible ·for th'e changes in 1200
2200 dbar layer. If compared to 1981 .a freshening of 0.02-0.03' psu and cooling of
0.1-0.2°C took place. Same smallernegative differences a're registered between 1993
and 1959. Th'e cooling up to 0.03-0.05°C i~ observed also in a deeper layers; but the
salinity differences here are not so pronounced if compared to 1981, except for the
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Fig.2 Zonally averaged differences of potential temperature and salinity at fixed pressure levels along
36°N section between 1993-1959 (AB), 1993-1981 (e,D) tor the entire section and tor certain parts
of the section (E,F): western boundary ( .... ), deep western basin (---) and west slope of
Mid-Atlantic Ridge (-). Filled circles stand for the statistically significant values.
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remarkable fresheni~g of 0.006, psu that was observed at the bottom layers, occupied
by the AABW. Reliability of thisfreshening is confirmed by the increase in the silicate
concentratiori in these waters. The significant riegative salinity anomaly (about 0.01
'psu) between i 993 and 1959 is probabl\{ due 'to the salinity problem with the ,GY
data reported by Mantyla (1994); ,

'It iso evident that the zonal meari 'vaiues are dominated by the characteristics of the
mid-ocean" in accordance to tne percent of the total section area it occupies. Furtner
on, a mOre detailed analysis has shown, that the discussed changes in thesalin~ty and
temperature structures are 'seem to originate in the' western part of the section (to the
west from the Mid-Atlaritic Ridge) (Fig.2e,f).

In general the water mass characteristics of the deep waters experienced sllght
cDoling and freshenirig,through the whole period of observations. The intermediate
waters became warmer and saltier during 1959-1981 and then cooled and freshened
in 1993: It is noticeabie that the cooling arid freshening in '1993 were more '
pronounced than preceding warming. Hence, lntegrally, cooling andfreshening too{·
place at the intermediate depth over entire 34-year peri6d. '

Wäter mass transport

The abs~'nce of current measuremerits o~ tha section does not allow to determine
the absolute current velocities, and consequently to define the heat and mass fluxes
through this latitude. l'Jevertheless" eventhe simple indirect methods eif the, transport
estimates for three successive surveys can give an important information concernirig'
tlle interannual variability of large-scale circulation.· .

To estimate tlle total transport through a plane of a zonal section the technique
proposed by Bryan (1962) was used. Total meridional velocity is assumed to' be a sum '
öf barotropic velocity Vo, geostrophic veloCity Vg and Ekman drift velocity Ve. It'was
assumed thateach' of 'three components of the flow is compensated i so that ari
integral over the plane, of the' section ' equals zero. It means, that barotropic flux,
determined from a Svedrup's relation tor the eastern arid mid-ocean parts of the

" section, is comperisated by barotropic counter flux in the western bouridary region ..
Similafly, 'Ekman flux in a surface layer i5 compensated by an equal flux uniformly
distributed over the rest of the section area. Tlle balance of the geostrophic flux is
achieved by a proper 'selection of the "no-motion" level. '

, I

The analysis of the hydrcilogical, stru'cture of waters at the section has shown
(Dobroiiubciv et '81.,' 1995), ,tl1at water masses formedin the northern parts of the
l'Jorth Atlaniic accupied the density lnterval 0'2 =36.85-37.09. It is natural to suggest
,that at 36°N these waters" presumably mave southward,- away from the source
regions. The same considerations bring us to the'idea that the f10w of 'the AAIW
(occupying the derisity interval 0'2 =36.1 0-36.40) is directed to the north and'

, Mediterranean' water (the density interval 0'2 =36.40-36.80) spreads along the 36°N
,'with no distinct meridional component. Therefore it was considered that the "no~

motion" level m'ust lie' in ,the density iriterval (j2 =36.70-36.85. So, as, a first guess, a
depth of 0'2 =3~.80 'surface was chosen as a reference level for velocity computations
for all three surveys. In the case the sun, of tne transports above and below the "no-

, ,., .. ' .. ' .... ",' .' .... , ". '.' . ." .', .' "

,motion" level did~'t· match, the (j2 surface was vaned untll the dlvergence of the
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geostrophic' flux equailed' to the 'flow through ,the BeHng Str?lr (-0.8 Sv). It is
interesting to note that the "rio-motion", surfaces defined th,is.way differed betvyeen
cruises rather essentially: fr~m 36.70 in 1993 to 3,6.73 in 1959 arid 36;85 in 1981.

, l

The cOmp,lJteliions of the ,barotropic arid ,Ekrnan, comp6iients were, base~ on the
inean c1imatic values of the wind stress (Hellerman and Rosenstein', 1983). The
Ekman transport at· 36°N was estimclted to be 2 Sv to the sout/i The appropriate

, value of Ve was about -1.0 cm/s' at the slJrface level and less than 0.001 crnls at
underlying levels, regarding the length of thesection of 5990 km and the thickness of
the Ekman 'Iayer of 35 m. Barotropic Üanspoit according to Sverdrup relation at 36°N
was about 20 Sv, (H'ellerman, Rosensteiii, 1983). The boundai"ies of the Gulf Stream

, were.. set at .ihe.stations,. between .which.the total· geostrophic transport in the upper"
2000 m was directad to, tha north (Leaman et. al., 1989). The width ,of the Gulf
Stream defimid in this rnanner varied from survey to survey, but at the average 'was
about 250 km. The barotropic additive Was 1.5-2 cm/s to the north in the western
boundary area and less thari 0.01 ,crrils to tlle soutll in the mid-ocean part of the
section.

" ",' ,,' '."",., ',." " """ ',e
. Fig.3 presents zonally-averaged meridional transport per unit depth at 36°N for the

'three surveys. Ekman flow was ,identical in all three cases. ,Zonally averaged
barotroplc co'mponent.was insignificant, tllough it didn't equal. to zero because of tlle
different depth of the western bOlJndary area and the' rest of the section. Hence all
derived differences are primarily' determined by the changes in the therrrlOhaline

,', strlJcture of ocean waters., The, depth cf the "zero',' zonally averaged velocity below
, the Ekman layer changes from11 00 m in 1959 and 1993 ,to 1700-2500 min 1981.
Besides tlle deptll of "zero" velocity separating south flowing North Atlantic Deep
water and heading riorth Antarctic Bottam water' (AABW), aiso deepened by' about
800 m. In general, northward thermocline water flux (100-1000 m), and southward

,deep water flux (3200-4500rt:!) increased in 1981 ,whiie. intermeCfiate-upper deep,
water southward movement (1200-3200 'm) and northward bottorn water transport
(belo'w 4000 m) intensified in 1993. Moreover~ 1959 and 1993 cruises reflected the .
pattern wiih three-Iayer, zonal mean circuiaiion (norillward-southward-northward down
~o tlle ~?ttom): In 1981 ~eridionai volume f1ux consisted of only two iayers witha.liit,
northward bottom transport.· " '. ., , -,

, '

To obtain more detailed picture of circulaHori' pattern we have divide tlle zonal
section into three main parts:' Western boundary (Gulf 'Stream, slope arid shelf
regions), Midocean Western (to the west of Mid-Atlantic ridge) and Eastern. In all, the I '

regions we have selected 7 density intervals, reflecting the water masses structure.
. as folIows: lJpper laye(. water, (cr2 <. 36. i OL Antarctic Intermediate water

(AAIW:cr2 :=~6.1 0-36.40), Mediterrariean water (MW:~2= 36;40-36:80), Labrador Sea
~ate~ (LSW: cr2 = 36.80-36.94L Gibbs, Fracture Zone, water(GF,ZW:cr2 = '36.94
37.04),·DenmarkStrait Overflow Water (DSOW:cr2=37.04+cr4=45.91) and Antarctic
Sattom water (AABW:a4> 45.91). The totai water mass tlux at 36°N and through
the above mentioned parts of the section together with the un~ertainties estimates is
presented in Fig. 4.' Detailed information concerning the water rriass transport
calculations and the evaluation of the uncertairities is given in Appendix A.

. .'

The total wate!- mass transport (Fig. 4a) demonstrated an intfmsification of upper layer
water, MW and DSOW transport, in 1981,' while LSW and GFZW fluxes' were

,'- , 6
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. negligible and ÄÄBW flux was ,directed southward. In 1993 southward transports of
LSW and GFZW were of order of 10 Sv; AABW flux was headed northward and
DSOVV transport was 3-4' times less than in 1981. Watermass fluxes in 1959
revealed the pattern similar to 1993 but were less Intensive. In the Western boundary
region (Fig. 4b) the upper layer. fluxes were ttie same, the intermediatewaters were
transported to the north more intensively' in 1981 (even in the LSW iayer). On ttie
coritrary, Deep Western Boundary Current was more intensive in, 1993 and ,1959. In
the Mldwestern part (Fig. 4c) upper layer 'reCirculation and northwar~ flow in 'deep
layer (19 Sv) were more pronounced in 1993. In 1981 none ,of the Water masses
moved northward in thls region (MW norttiward, transport was' almost zero). As for

.,' the Ea'stern part of the section Ü:ig.4d)~ the prominent feature was the intensiflcation
of .the. southward upper.layertransport·in ,1959·wtth· cöunterflux' in·nle· deep layers. In
,1981 .. and 1993the upper layer water mas,s transport was lower. The, manifestation
of the changes in' thedirection of ttie AAIW' flux is supported by the inter~mnual' ,
variability of t~e nutrient concentration in AAIW in the Eastern Basin (Dobroliubov et
81., 1995).

Heat flux

In order to .evaluate 'the components of the mefidion~1 heat transport (MHT) the
'method described by Bryan (1962) and Bennett (1978) was used. Barotropic 'heat·
transport. was computed as the. Sverdrup's mass. flux times the" potential mean
temperatU"re difference between the Gulf Stream region' and mid-ocean' part of the
section.· Ekman component was determined using temperature difference betwaen
upper 35-meter' layer .and the sectional mean value. This way the haat' flux
.components .were computed separately u~der the condition of no nat mass flux
through the section; heat transport due to Befing Strait net inflow was suggested to
be negliglble. .

The estirriated meridional heat flux' during the cruises is represented in tahle 1, the
evaluation of MHT uncertairities is given in Appendix B. .'

Heat flux components at 36°N

.Year C 0 m p 0 n e n t, I '10 15 Watt
Barotropic Ekman Baroclinic Total

1959 -0.03±0.04 -0.10±0.06 '. 0.60±0.22 0,47±0.24
,1981 -0.04±0.07 -0.13±0.07 1,45±0.14 1.28±0.17
1993 -0.00±0.02 -0.14±0.07 0.84±0.13 0.70±0.15

Variations of barotropic arid Ekman fluxes betw~en the surveys are' formed by
temperature differences because tne appropi-iate volume f1uxes are set to be the
same. Area-weighted temperature, dif~erences betwcen 'the western bound~r'Y region
and mid-ocean part were obtained to be relatively small: -O.2-0.6°C: Due.1:o this fact
errors in baroti-opic transport esiimation couldn't influence the total MHT. Even if the
valu~ obtained from the Sverdrup relation is three times less then the real. one (Johns
,et. al, 1995), barotropic MHT would be only of order 0.1 PWt. Ekman tieat flux errors
are evaluated with 90% confidence probability under the condition cf maximum
volum'e flux error of 2 Sv.

10
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Baroclinic (geostrophic) transport was divided into zonal mean, associated with the-- ,
longitudinally averaged overturning (Bennett, 1978) and horizontal gyre circulation.
Evaluated differences between the. overturning cell volume fluxes (Fig.3) caused the
extremely high changes of baroclinic 'zonal mean heat transport and consequent
increase of total MHT from 0.5 PWt in 1959 to 1.3 PWt in 1981. Similar results were
presented by Roemmich and Wunsch (1985). Reduction of total MHT in 1993 is also,
induced' primarily by weakening of vertical overturning Gell. It is interesting to note
that horizontal gyre flux reflects the simultaneous variations 'as the zonal' mean
comp~nent. -

.Coriclusions

• Thermohaline structure of the ocean waters at 36°N in 'the Atlantic experienced
significant changes during 1959-1993 time period. The changes effected the
properties of intermediate and deep waters of both 'Arctic-North Atlantic and
Antarctic origin. The general tendency was cooling and freshening.

• -The core of the "young" LSW was observed in the vicinity of the western ,flank
of the Mid-Atlaritic Ridge. What allows to speculate on the existence of a new
pathway for the LSW spreading away from the source region.

, '

.• The bottom layers cooled and freshened due to the invasion of the AABW

• The most intensive volume transport across 36°N (in a sense of the' MOC) was
detected in 1981. The changes in the volume transport are primarily induced by
the changes in Deep Western Boundary Current region and the pattern of the
mid-ocean circulation .

•. Meridional heat transport in 1981 was twice higher than in 1959 and 1993.
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Volume transport estirriation errors
, Appendix A

It is assumed that the total water mass transport uncertainty in a root-mean-square
sense"is

, '. (A 1)

.-

, "

where: ß01 'results from' the noise in the thermohaline data and ß02 is the
consequence of mass imbalance and near-bottom velocity uncertainties. In both
cases,

(A2)

where ÖS -is the uncertainty in determinatio'n of the area occupied by a certain water
mass and ,ÖV - shear velocity uncertainty (barotropic velocity was excluded f~om the
consideration) .

In order to determine the velcicity uncertainty öV1 related to the' errors in
temperature and salinity observations the following procedure has been performed.
Three sets of 1981 and 1993 CTD data from the Eastern Basin were composed and

. used for the geostrophic velocity computations. All the CTD profiles were gridded to
20 dbar vertical resolution from the top to the bottom, but the choice of th~ first
pressure level varied for each of the three data sets, particularly,3, 5 and 7 dbar. The
r.m:s. deviation" betw~en the three derived velocity fields was considered to be the
velocity uncertainty öV, . In the same manner the velocity uncertainty was determined
for every water mass. The maximum uncertainty was defined for the upper layer.
(:::::0.2 cm/s). Forthe bottom layer ÖV1 was o.nly 0.1 cm/s. This method could not valid

',' " " " -
be applied to the 1959 cruise due to the lack of the CTD data. So for the 1959 case
ws multiplied the. ÖV1 estimate obtained from 1993 cruise by 4, considering that the ,
IGY data set revealed four times" higher r.m.s. deviation, of salinity at" certain
temperature i'!tervals if compared to the CTD data (Saunders, 1986).

It"s necessary to bear in mind, that if we 'integrate ÖV,S ov€lr several station pairs,
the thermohaline "noise" will primarily irifluence the dynamic height, uncertainty öD
computed for €lach "shltiori. Mean veloeity uneertainty allows to obtain an estimate for "

. the öD: ". ..-"
'~. '

öb ~ (öV)/[L.f.(2) 1/2],

where L - mean station spaeing, f - Coriolis parameter.

:. ; '. ,

(A3) :.::
.,

,t:.;.,: '.., ~- :. '......
-, ~ ,

,. " # ....

While eomparing neighbouring station pairs, we eari note, that the values of öD for
the internal stations eompensate eaeh ether (assuming that the station spacirig,
obtained mean neise öD and the wa,ter'mass layer thiekness H are constant):

(A4)

In this case, öV1S is given by:

13



, "2
öV,5 = (2) ·H·öD/f

If the water mass layer thiekness H between the first 'and 'the last station pairs
varies, A5 must be modified by putting additional term in to it

(N)1I2.öH·öD/f, '

(A5)

(A6)

where N '- number of station pairs, öH - water mass thiekness differenee. Finally, for
öV,S we have .

öV15 = [(2) '/2·H + (N) "2·öH ]·öD/f . (A7)

The uneertainty in the seetion area is related to the uneertainties in water mass
boundary definition. And it is determined as folIows:

L "2ö5, =öp· ·(N) , (A8)

where öp = 0.5·20m·{2) 112 is an error in water mass ~hiekness (for upper and bottom e
water masses öp=0.5*20m). Combination of (A6) and (A7) allows to find öQ,:

öQ, = 5·[(2) 1I2·H + (N) 1I2·öH ].öD/f ;.: öp.L.(N) '/2·V (A9)

öQ2 is determined as folIows. Let's eonside'r thai ÖV2 aeeounts tor the total volume
imbalanee ÖVvol (ineluding Bering 5trait transport uneertainty and" Ekman f1ux"
'imbalanee) and the uneertainty of the bottom geostrophie veloeity determination öVbot '

Assuming that the highest possible volume imbalanee is about 2 5verdrups, we
estimate'the extreme value of öVvol to be 0.008 em/s. 5upposing öVvol to be normally
distributed and setting 30' to be equal to the maximum estimate of ÖVvol ' for the 90%
eonfidenee level we get an estimate of öVvol equal to 0.004 em/s. In order to
determine öVbot we used three different ways to define the veloeity values in the near
bottom triangle V.... The near bottom velocity was derived by extrapolation of the
,eomputed veloeity values at two deepest levels (h, h-1)

e
(A 1Oa)

or set equal to the deepest ealeulated v~loeity

(A 1Ob)'

or simply ,set to zero:
(A 1Oe)

. \ "

," .
"A 1Oa-A 1Oe result in adding a eonstant value to the shear veloeity in the water

eolumn. The maximum additive was 0.02 em/s; and applying the same eonsiderations
as for the öVvol ease, we estimate 90% eonfidenee level for öVbot to be 0.013 em/s.
Finally 8V2 is 0.015 em/s.

We identify 852 as an area between the bottom and the deepest levels of
observation. This value is about 2% of the' total, seetional area. The velocity Vj.

14
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derived train A 1Da is suggested t6 be tne highest possible valUE3; and A1Oe eondition
gives.~he lowest estimate of the bOltom veloeity. So we evaluate VOS2 as:'

" ,
(A 11)

. V,OS2 varies from 0.4 Sv in 1981. to 1.3 Sv in 1993 anci 1.7 Sv in: Hi59; it is
eonfined t6 the water masses whieh oeeupv the bottom 'Iavers (presumablv DSOW
and AABW).

The final estimates, of tne water mass flux uncertairities a~e'presented in' tables A 1
A3.

, Water mass transport aeross the sections at 36°N in 1959
Tcible A 1

S E C T I 0 N A L T R A N S P 0 R T, Sverdrups.
"

Water masses . Total American Gulf Deep : Western Eastern . Eastern
shelf Stream Western slape MAR slape MAR basin

Upper layer, 5.3::2.1 0.0±0.2 57.3±1.4 -33;1±1.2 -5.0±0.6 -5.4±0.5 -8.5±0.8
AAIW 1.6±0.5 O.O±O.O 2.6±0.1 -0.2±0.1 0.1±0.1 -0.5±0.1, -0.4±0.2
Med.W 0.7±0.4 0.1±0.1 1.4±0.1 -0.1±0.2 -0.1±0.2 -0.4±0.2 -0.3±0.3
LSV -0.5±1.2 2.5±0.3 -3.3±0.3' 1.7±0.4 -1.1±0.2 0.1±0.3 -0.4±0.2
GFZW -2.5±1.2 3.0±0.4 -9.8±0.6 3.8±0.5 -1.4±0.4 1.7±0.3 0.3±0.4
DSOW" 4.8±2.1 0.1±0.2 -12.8±0.9 6.1±1.0 0.6±0.5 0.4±0.4 0.9±1.0
AABW -0.5±1.2 0.0±0.1 -3.9±0.5 3.4±1.0 O. ,

0 0

Water mass transport across the sections at 36°N in 1981

, '
Table A2

S E C T I ON A L .T R A N S P 0 R T, Sverdrups

Water masses Tatal American Gulf Deep Western Eastern Eastern, shelf Stream Western slone MAR slaDe MAR basin
Upper layer 12.7±1.2 2.0±0.1 53.4±0.5 -32.1±0.5 -1.1±0.2 -0.4±0.2 -9.1=.0.3
AAIW, 2.5±0.2 0.2±0.0 3.9±0.1 ' -0.6±0.1 0.4±0.0 ' -0.2±0.0 -1.2±0.1
Med.W 4.5±0.5 0.1±0.1 5.1±0.1 -0.1±0.2 0.5±0.1 -0.6±0.1 -0.6±0.1
LSW' 1.1±0.5 0.9±0.1 1.4±0.1 -0.2±0.3 -0.5±0.1, -0.3±0.2 -0.3±0.1
GFZW -1.3±0.7 2.5±0.2 -4.6±0.1 1.4±0.4 -1.2±0.2 0.4±0.2 0.2±0.2,
DSOW 16.5±1.4 0.6±0.2 -11.1±0.2 0.7±0.7 -2.8±0.2 1.2±0.2 -5.0±0.5
AABW -3.8±0.4 O.O±O.O -2.8±0.2 -1.0±0.4 0 0 0

Table A3
Water mass transport across ine sections at 36°N in 1993 ;

S E C T I 0 N A L ·T R A N S P 0 R ,T, . S ver d r ups
,',

Water masses Tatal American Gulf Deep Western,. Eastern Eastern
shelf Stream ' Western slane MAR slape MAR basin

Upper layer 9.1±1.1 -1.2±0.1 56.9±0.6 -38.4±0.6 '-1.2±0.2 -2.8±0.2 -4.1±0.2
AAIW 2.5±0.3 -0.2±0.0 2.8±0.1 -1.2±0.1 0.3±0.1 0.0±0.1 0.8±0.1
Med.W 0.5±0.4 O.O±O.O 1.5±0.0 -0.8±0.1 -0.3±0.1 . -0.4±0.1 0.4±0.1
LSV -3.6±0.8 2.0±0.1 -4.7::0.1 1.4±0.4 -1.7±0.2, 0.3±0.1 -0.9±0.2
GFZW -5.8±0.8 1.9±0.1 - -10.6±0.1 5.5±0.3 -2.0±0.3 -0.3±0.3 -0.3±0.2
DSOW -5.0±1.6 0.3±0.0 -16.5±0.4 14.3±0.9 -0.7±0.3 , ~1.8±0.2 -0.6±0.6
AABW 1.6±0.8 0 -0.8±0.2 2.4±0.8 0 0 0

"
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Appendix B

Heat transport estirlultion errors.
. , .

The method of "absolute velocity" evaluation allows to separate the total heat
transport uncertainty into two parts: "shear flux" uncertainty (baroclinic + Ekman)
L1H, and barotropic flux uncertainty L1H 2 • '

1) 8aroclinic + Ekman heat flux uncertainty: ,

(81)

.. . . .
where(Rago, Rossby, 1987):

a = {o(pcp)}·[LO·T], (82)
b ~ (pcp) '[L(OO) ·T], (83)

. c ~ (pcp) ·[LO· (oT)] (84)

'It is assumed that 'O(pcp ) equals to the one half of all possible (pcp ) va~i~tions ov' .
the sectional area (International oceanographic tables, volA, 1987), in this, case
a = 0,6% of ·total heat flux (a = 0.004 PWt in 1959 and 1993, 0.008 in 1981). ,

To compute (83) we used LI 00 j. from the tables A 1-A3 and T was 'defined as
velocity-weighted mean water-mass temperature. Inthis case b =0.232 PWt in 1959,
0.139 PWt in 1981 and 0.149 PWt in 1993. .

(84) can be eva,luated as: ','

(85)

l 'i

where oT - is the uncertainty of the mean water mass temperature. We estimate oT as
a difference between the mean water mass temperature calculated from the data with
20-dbar and 1bO-dbar vertica"l resolution. This.'d. ifference ranges tram 0.2° in t~

.upper 1000 m to 0.05°. in 1000 - 2000 m and 0.02° belo":,, 2000 m. Oe,oTe= 2.
O,~o =0.005 PWt, so c =0.017 PWt and ~H, = 0.235 PWt in 1959, 0.159 PWt in
1981 ,and 0.150 PWt in 1993.

2) 8arotropic:

where

d = o(pcp) ·[Obt'( <T > - TGS)],

e=(pcp) .[~ (oQbtH<T>-TGs)],

f = (PCp)[LQbt ·ö( <T> - TGS)],

(86)

(87)

(B8)
(B9)

where 0bt ~ 20 Sv according t~ the Sverdrup relation, <T > -areal mean temperature
,at 36°N. section, TGS - Gulf Stream region mean temperature. .

. .
Accounting that the barotropic flux is negligible, d = 0,6% Hbt = O. Even' if 8Qbt is

~xtremely high (-30 Sv - difference between direct measurements and our Gulf
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Stream transport calculations}, e is only 0.001 PWt in 1993 due to negligible
temperature difference «T> -TGs) : O.OP in 1993. During the two other cruises the
uncertainty was e1959=0.040 PWt, e1981 =0.066 PWt.

If ö( <T > - TGS)] = 0.20
- is an error due to the uncertainty of the Gulf Stream

boundary determination, than f=0.016 PWt. In this case ~H2=0.043 PWt in 1959
and 0'.068 PWt in 1981 and 0.016 PWt in 1993 (seasonal variability is excluded in
this consideration).

Finally uncertainty of heat flux estimation is:

2 2 1/2
~H = {6H t +6Hz~· . (810)

and equ,als to 0.24 PWt in 1959,0.17 PWt in 1981 and 0.15 PWt in 1993.
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